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1. Written statement 
a) Status 

2021 was again a year that was mainly dominated by COVID-19, which resulted in many 

online events, some cancelled events, and less travel in general. Luckily, we were able to 

organise more events than in 2020 though, with the Paris Congress in November as a 
highlight. 

 

This has all impacted our finances, mainly in a positive way, with the final result of 2021 
being 17.999,79, significantly larger than expected. This was for example due to not having 

to spend as much on the congress as expected and the website being way cheaper than 

budgeted. 

 

Of course, the pandemic was still very much going on and we could not do everything we 
wanted to do. We were not able to organise a congress in Skopje, and we didn’t visit as 

many MOs as hoped. Though the lack of a second congress in the year made it possible to 

have a congress in Paris with all covid measures covered.  

 

In general, however, 2021 was a good year for LYMEC. We created a new website, organized 

our first in-person congress in 2 years and had frequent Bureau Meetings. We also had a 
full-staffed office for almost the whole year, with the luxury of extremely dedicated 
Adminsitrative Assistants and Policy Interns, and of course our Secretary-General. Thank you 

so much, Lucasta, Annemiek, Sara, Chiara and Balint for your hard work. 

 

Also, a big thank you to the support of the ALDE Party, the Renew Europe Group, the 
European Liberal Forum and the European Commission for giving us the ability to have 

another year full of engaging events for all of you.  
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b) Changes since LYMEC Autumn Congress 2020 (online) 

Since the autumn congress it has become clear that we will not be able to transfer the 
Renew Europe grant which LYMEC uses to organise its congresses to 2021. Due to our 

inability to organise physical congresses we were unfortunately not able to use the grant 

this year. 

 

c) Developments & budget 2021 

Funding and partnerships 

In terms of funding, 2021 was a very stable year for us compared to last year. The 
grant from the Renew Europe group stayed the same at 52.800. It should be notes 
however that Renew Europe uses this money to directly pay invoices for our 
congresses. The money therefore never passes our accounts and does not show up in 
the budget or in the Profit and Loss statement. Since 2021 saw only one physical 
congress, the full grant was used for the congress in Paris, which hugely impacted the 
number of our own resources which we had to use and explains for a large part the 
big surplus of this year. 
 
The ALDE Party grant stayed at the same at the considerable sum of 85.000. This money can 
be found in our profit and loss statement. 
 
For the European Youth Council of the Council of Europe we have been able to organise our 

first in-person event in 2021. The financial impacts on LYMEC have been minimal. Most of 
the expenses were covered directly by the Youth Council. It also did not cover any expenses 

in terms of overhead costs or working hours from our office, which was a disappointment 

for LYMEC. We were also negatively surprised by the organisational capacity of the Youth 

Council and the amount of work it cost the LYMEC Bureau and Office to organize the event. 

This together has made us to decide not to pursue to organize another event in the near 

future. 

 

Staffing 

2021 was a stable year in terms of staffing. For most of the year we had the Secretary-

General, an Administrative Assistant and a Policy Intern at our disposal. In the summer, the 
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Bureau has decided to increase the salary of the Secretary General in accordance with the 

Reward Scheme that was established by the previous Bureau. 

 

Individual Membership 

LYMEC has slightly decreased its number of individuals members to 161. 
 
LYMEC still has three membership options: 
• One-year membership: 15 euros 
• Five-year membership: 50 euros 
• Lifelong membership: 100 euros 
 

Website 
 
An important goal the Bureau set for this mandate was to completely renew our website. 

For this, the Bureau set aside +-€15.000. In the end, the project was concluded well within 

budget at €8.000. 

 

ELF projects 

As said, not all events could take place physically, but a fair number did. Through these 
events and creative ways of spending money like making use of recording studios and video 
editing we were able to spend the ELF grant almost fully, meaning that LYMEC also received 

its organiser’s fee almost fully. Regarding the profit and loss statement, this is the first year 

where ELF projects do not get their own separate lines per event since the amounts passing 
through our accounts are usually negligible. 

 

Risks for 2022 

The biggest risks for 2022 is by far the new way the European Commission commits its 

grants. Paradoxically, it is also our biggest opportunity. The European Commission is moving 

from granting a large number of youth organisations up to €50.000 it is now giving a smaller 
number of organisations between €80.000 and €100.000. This means a substantial increase 

or decrease of our funding depending on whether we are among the ‘lucky few’. I hope to 

be able to update you at the congress in Prague. 
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A second risk is the significant rise in prices, for example noticeable in plane tickets. 

 

2. Profit and Loss Statement 

a) Surplus 

With €17.999,79, the surplus of 2021 is significantly higher than expected at the Autumn 

Congress, where we still budgeted for running a deficit. This was for example due to not 

having to spend as much on the congress as expected and the website being cheaper than 

expected.  

 

 

b) EU Commission Grant and other income 

The largest general funding LYMEC receives is the Erasmus+ grant of the European 
Commission. LYMEC has to apply for this grant every three years. Every spring, LYMEC 

receives 80 per cent of the requested amount. After closing the books and reporting to the 

EC, LYMEC receives the other 20 per cent. Events executed by LYMEC in 2020 fulfilled the 
criteria of the Commission, thus the final instalment has been received in full.  

Because of the online nature of many ELF-events, it was almost impossible to spend the 
projected amount on ELF-events, thereby also reducing the 20% organiser’s fee that we 
receive. Most expenses for the ELF-events are paid directly by ELF and cannot be shown in 

our profit and loss statement. The updated budget presented to Spring Congress only 

contains the money planned to pass through LYMEC bank accounts and not the costs paid 
directly by e.g. the Renew Europe Group or ELF. 
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Profit & Loss Statement 2021 

Profit and Loss statement 
LYMEC asbl 
For the year ended 31 December 2021 
      
  Account Actuals 

2020 
Budget 2021 

(original) 
Actuals 

2021 Difference 

      
A. General Income 
 1. European Commission Grant 40.000,00 40000,00 40.000,00 0,00 

 2. ALDE Party Grant 84.988,00 85000 84.999,43 (0,57) 
 3. Membership fees 

 Individual Membership fees 1.795,00 1800 1.650,00 (150,00) 
 Member Organisation Membership fees 17.914,03 18000 18.188,05 188,05 

 
Membership fee reductions (book negative on 
invoice) (1.434,54) -1500 (940,92) 559,08 

 Total 3. Membership fees 18.274,49 18.300,00 18.897,13 597,13 
 4. Participation Fees 

 
Participation fee reductions (book negative on 
invoice) 0,00 -1000 (240,00) 760,00 

 Participation Fees Spring Congress 0,00 12000 0,00 (12.000,00) 
 Participation Fees Autumn Congress 0,00 14000 5.310,00 (8.690,00) 

 
Participation fees YFJ (CoE) International 
Activities (study session) 0,00 2500 0,00 (2.500,00) 

 Total 4. Participation Fees 0,00 27.500,00 5.070,00 (22.430,00) 
 5. Donations 76,07 600 80,50 (519,50) 
 6. Other general income 2.050,95 300 0,00 (300,00) 

Total A. 
General 
Income  

145.389,51 171.700,00 149.047,06 (22.652,94) 

      
B. Project-based income 
 1. European Liberal Forum Grants 
 ELF Grants individual events 8.596,85 0,00 0,00 0,00 

 ELF Organiser's grant  0,00 11330 16.182,03 4.852,03 
 Total 2. European Liberal Forum Grants 8.596,85 11.330,00 16.182,03 4.852,03 
 1. European Youth Foundation (Council of Europe) International Activities Grant 

 YFJ (CoE) grant 1.126,00 7.500,00 0,00 0,00 

 

Total 2. European Youth Foundation 
(Council of Europe) International Activities 
Grant  

1.126,00 7.500,00 0,00 4.852,03 

Total B. 
Project-
based 
income  

8.596,85 18.830,00 16.182,03 (2.647,97) 

      
C. Other income 
 Income previous financial year 11.306,84 10.000,00 10.282,20 282,20 

 Rounding 17,20 50,00 4,08 (45,92) 
Total C. 
Other 
income  

11.324,04 10.050,00 10.286,28 236,28 
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 Gross Profit 165.310,40 200.580,00 175.515,37 (25.064,63) 
      

D. Non policy-related general expenses 
 1 Association fees 2.065,00 2100 2.050,00 (50,00) 

 2. Audit expenses 
 External Audit Expenses 3.041,41 5000 2.746,73 (2.253,27) 

 Internal Audit expenses 861,56 2000 893,78 (1.106,22) 
 Total 2. Audit expenses 3.902,97 7.000,00 3.640,51 (3.359,49) 
 3. Bank fees & insurance 

 Bank Fees 414,86 300 82,70 (217,30) 
 Paypal fees 113,31 150 108,38 (41,62) 
 Insurance 979,77 1000 1.401,54 401,54 
 Total 3. Bank fees & insurance 1.507,94 1.450,00 1.592,62 142,62 
 Bad debts reserve 175,00 2000 998,20 (1.001,80) 
 VAT 810,49 750 2.169,66 1.419,66 
 Depreciation 1.552,23 1500 553,05 (946,95) 

Total D. 
Non 
policy-
related 
general 
expenses  

10.013,63 14.800,00 11.004,04 (3.795,96) 

      
E. Policy-related general expenses 
 1. Contribution to all LYMEC ELF Events 20.000,00 20000 20.000,00 0,00 

 2. Bureau expenses 

 Bureau - communications 889,21 2000 1.156,08 (843,92) 

 Bureau - Bureau meetings 3.768,27 7500 6.947,72 (552,28) 
 Bureau - general expenses 3.136,85 500 134,70 (365,30) 
 Total 2. Bureau expenses 7.794,33 10.000,00 8.238,50 (1.761,50) 
 3. Communications and PR 

 
Communication & PR - Internet, website, e-
marketing 3.623,33 18000 10.036,91 (7.963,09) 

 Communication & PR - Mailing expenses 81,70 100 49,15 (50,85) 
 Communications & PR - Printed material 288,81 300 192,70 (107,30) 
 Communications & PR - Promotional material 399,30 2000 0,00 (2.000,00) 
 Total 3. Communications and PR 4.393,14 20.400,00 10.278,76 (10.121,24) 
 4. Office 

 Office - Bookkeeping system 321,78 450 315,60 (134,40) 
 Office - Office Equipment 560,39 1500 1.039,71 (460,29) 
 Office - reception of groups and visitors 0,00 100,00 0,00 (100,00) 
 Office - Rent 6.000,00 6000 6.000,00 0,00 
 Office - telecommunication costs 1.123,00 1100 1.174,25 74,25 
 Total 4. Office 8.005,17 9.150,00 8.529,56 (620,44) 
 5. Political activities 

 Political Activities - attending political events 0 750,00    
 Political activities - Other missions 0 200,00    
 Political activities - Other political activities 0,00 800,00  787,90 (12,10) 

 Total 5. Political activities 0,00 1.750,00 787,90 (962,10) 
 6. Representation 

 Representation - ALDE Party & ALDE Group 0,00 6000 748,42 (5.251,58) 
 Representation - ELF   200     
 Representation - IFLRY & Liberal International 0,00 1400 284,34 (1.115,66) 
 Representation - LYMEC MOs 831,00 3000 1.455,16 (1.544,84) 
 Representation - European Youth Forum 0,00 500 119,65 (380,35) 
 Representation - other 0,00 750 0,00 (750,00) 
 Total 6. Representation 831,00 11850 2.607,57 (9.242,43) 
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 7. Staff expenses 
 Staff expenses 50,00 250 52,05 (197,95) 

 Staff Meal Vouchers 1.883,77 2500 1.921,90 (578,10) 
 Staff salaries and payments 46.455,82 45000 50.602,20 5.602,20 
 Staff Taxes and Social Security 29.168,76 36000 34.139,91 (1.860,09) 
 Total 7. Staff expenses 77.558,35 83.750,00 86.716,06 2.966,06 
 Voting and resolution tools for Congresses 1.346,06 1.500,00 736,96 (763,04) 

 Other general expenses (200,00) 150,00 0,00 (150,00) 
Total E. 
Policy-
related 
general 
expenses  

119.728,05 158.550,00 137.895,31 (20.654,69) 

      
F. Project expenses 
 Spring Congress 5.640,28 14000 1.068,61 (12.931,39) 

 Autumn Congress 721,25 16000 1.277,17 (14.722,83) 

 
ELF Event 2020: "Young Changemakers' 
Academy 2" 28,40 0,00 0,00 0,00 

 
ELF Event 2020: "Young Changemakers' 
Academy 3" 355,10 0,00 0,00 0,00 

 ELF Event 2020: "Values First" 198,85 0,00 0,00 0,00 
 ELF Projects Expenses 0,00 0,00 3.307,16 3.307,16 

 
European Youth Foundation International 
Activities Expense 0,00 10.000,00 414,39 (9.585,61) 

  LYMEC Project Fund   3000 2.548,90 (451,10) 
Total F. 
Project 
expenses  

6.943,88 43.000,00 8.616,23 (34.383,77) 

      
      
 Total expenses 136.685,56 216.350,00 157.515,58 (58.834,42) 

      
 Net Profit 28.624,84 (15.770,00) 17.999,79 33.769,79 
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3. Balance Sheet 

In this section, the status of the liquidity of the organisation is laid out. The last year, our net 
assets have grown to €125.412,59. This is a substantial amount and significantly higher than 

a few years ago, but it should be considered that LYMEC is working on the basis of yearly 

grants ranging from €50.000 to €100.000 and if something were ever to go wrong with one 
of those grants, more than half of our assets might need to be used to soften the impact of 

such a already be impacted within one year. 

a) Accounts 

LYMEC has three bank accounts: two accounts at KBC Bank (one Current, one Savings) and 

one account at PayPal. The PayPal account is used to collect membership fees from our 

Individual Members and participation fees from participants of our congresses. 

b) Current Assets 

The account receivables includes invoices that have not been paid. Some of the unpaid 
invoices are old and might never be collected (e.g. invoices sent to member organisations 

that are not active anymore). For those, we have the ‘Allowance for doubtful accounts’. 

That accounts serves as a financial reserve for invoices that are more than 1 year old and 
might have to be written off in the future. If an old invoice is written off, it is written off 

from the reserves generated by the allowance. Every year the number is brought in balance 
with the number of old outstanding invoices at the end of the year. 
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Balance Sheet 
LYMEC asbl 
As at 31 December 2021 
    
  Account 31 Dec 

2021 
31 Dec 

2020 

    
Assets 
 Bank 
 KBC Current Account 26.248,06 26.515,45 

 KBC Savings Account 100.448,28 85.450,78 
 LYMEC Paypal 1.135,31 1.607,82 
 Petty Cash 295,86 278,56 
 Total Bank 128.127,51 113.852,61 
 Current Assets 

 Accounts Receivable 2.546,52 2.348,32 
 Accrued Income 2.972,36 0,00 

 
Allowance for doubtful 
accounts (2.546,52) (2.348,32) 

 Total Current Assets 2.972,36 0,00 
 Fixed Assets 

 Accumulated Depreciation (7.531,10) (6.978,05) 
 Fixed assets 9.628,87 7.654,99 
 Total Fixed Assets 2.097,77 676,94 

Total Assets  133.197,64 114.529,55 

    
Liabilities 
 Current Liabilities 
 Accrued Expense 369,73 125,93 

 Holiday pay provision 7.415,32 6.990,82 
 Total Current Liabilities 7.785,05 7.116,75 

Total 
Liabilities  

7.785,05 7.116,75 

    
 Net Assets 125.412,59 107.412,80 

    
Equity 
 Current Year Earnings 17.999,79 28.624,84 

 Retained Earnings 107.412,80 78.787,96 
Total Equity  125.412,59 107.412,80 
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4. Received and Pending Membership Fees 

Out of a total of 58 membership fee invoices sent there 3 invoices awaiting payment from 
2020.  

a) Invoiced membership fees 

A total of 58 Member Organisations have been invoiced for their membership in LYMEC for 

the year of 2021.  

b) Paid membership fees 

A total of 55 Member Organisations have paid their Membership Fee or reduced 

membership fee for 2021. The total sum of received membership fees for 2021 to date is 
€18.188,05. 

c) Unpaid membership fee 

Three organisations have not paid their Membership Fee so far: 

• Mladi LDP, their membership has been suspended by the Congress to prevent 

further debt increase. 

• UDI Jeunes, the suspension of their membership is proposed at the Prague Congress. 

• Mladi Liberali Bosne i Hercegovine, have been suspended at their request at the last 
congress to prevent them from increasing the debt. 

 

5. Debts 

The amount of old outstanding debt has stayed relatively stable from €2.348,32 at the 

beginning of the year to €2,546.52 EU at the end of the year. The Bureau has contacted all 
organisations and persons who owe the organisation money at various occasions and has 

written off debt when organisations are no longer associated with LYMEC. Following is an 

overview of organisations that still have outstanding payments 
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a)  Mladi LDP 

Mladi LDP from Serbia has generated a debt of 1,499.88 euros during the past years. During 
the previous Bureau mandate, the debt was discussed with representatives of Mladi LDP, 

and a payment plan for the period of 2018-2022 was adopted at the LYMEC Congress in 

Vilnius. The plan consisted of them asking for a symbolic fee for every new year while paying 
back €200 of old debt per year. Unfortunately, the plan was not honoured this year which 

has resulted in their suspension. 

b) LiFT - Liberális Fiatalok Társasága 

The associate membership fee owed for 2017 and 2018 (€350) was directly discussed with 

representatives for LiFT. LiFT is suspended in order to not generate more debt. The 
leadership of LiFT had promised to pay their outstanding debt. We have yet to receive the 

payments. 

c) Armenia National Congress Youth 

A debt of €200 from 2018 remains unpaid. The issue remains unsolved and the organisation 

has been suspended to avoid increasing further debt. 

d) Mlade ANO 

We are still owed €300 for the 2019 Autumn Congress. Because of organisational issues 
within Mlade ANO related to the covid crisis it was not yet possible to pay it back to us. 

 

6. Fundraising Activities 

a) ALDE Party Congress 

Unfortunately, there has not been an ALDE congress this year so there have been no options 

for fundraising events. 

 

b) LYMEC Alumni Network 

 The LYMEC Alumni Network elected a new leadership and has started with its first events. 
Due to the complications of getting a bank account given the limited legal status of the 

organisation, it has not been possible to raise funds in 2021. 
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 7. Extraordinary Refunds 

Due to extreme weather conditions that created problems on train routes, Marten Porte 
missed his train to the Paris Congress. An alternative train ticket was refunded. 

Because of problems in the Paris public transport, both Antoaneta Asenova-Bihlmayer and 

Sara von Bonsdorff had to get an alternative travel ticket refunded on the way back from 

the Paris Congress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


